This talk considers cases where it appears that A-movement leads to extraction restrictions either of the moved argument itself or of some competitor(s). We examine syntactic ergativity in Mayan (Campana 1992; Tada 1993; Coon et al. 2014, Assmann et al. 2015) and show that it comes in two different guises. In predominantly VSO languages any argument can be A-bar extracted except the ERG and partial syntactic ergativity is possible. In predominantly VOS languages only the ABS argument can escape vP and we find no partial syntactic ergativity. The two systems arise because T needs to agree with the internal argument and there are two ways to resolve the defective intervention of the ERG: sidestepping or leapfrogging. In VSO languages, the transitive subject sidesteps to specTP making it too local to C (Erlewine 2016). In VOS languages, object leapfrogging to specVoiceP traps all other material inside VoiceP (Coon et al. 2014).